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Path Solutions Leads on

Sharia Compliance
with New Software
Certification
P

More evidence why iMAL is valued by clients

Kuwait, September 30, 2014 ath Solutions, the global leader in
Islamic banking technologies for the Islamic financial services sector,
today announced that its iMAL Islamic banking and investment system has successfully completed AAOIFI compliance engagement on
the scope of the review (as per the International Standard on Related
Services 4400 applicable to Agreed-Upon Procedures). The work has
been conducted by Deloitte, a world-renowned professional services
firm in audit, consulting, financial and Sharia advisory, enterprise risk
and tax services.
“We consider it a great responsibility to
provide our clients with truly Sharia-comFollowing a rigorous, phased approach project that entailed examina- pliant software solutions and services,
tion sessions with unprecedented collaboration between Path Solu- and strive to ensure this by meeting the
tions’ Product Strategy team and Deloitte’s Islamic Finance and Sharia soundest industry standards”.
professionals, the Deloitte Islamic Finance Knowledge Center has reported no exceptions on the compliance of iMAL Islamic core ban- Path Solutions has hired the services of
king system with Sharia principles, and the Sharia and accounting Deloitte’s prominent Sharia experts and
standards issued by AAOIFI.
professionals in the area of Islamic finance and industry standards, with a
As such, Deloitte results of the related work show that Path Solu- specialized knowledge in Islamic bantions’ iMAL, Islamic business processes (procedures and workflows), king practices around the world. The
contracts and related accounting entries are in compliance with the Deloitte Islamic Finance Knowledge Cenprovisions of Islamic Sharia, and this increases the confidence of Is- ter represents a Center of Excellence and
lamic banks and financial institutions in adopting the company’s multi- a one-stop shop for Thought Leadership
award winning Islamic software solutions.
in Islamic finance.
Commenting on the software compliance review, Path Solutions’
Group Chairman & CEO, Mohammed Kateeb said “Path Solutions is
very keen on strict compliance with Sharia and industry standards in
the development of its Islamic banking applications, which reflects
the eagerness and interest of our clients and prospects worldwide in
adopting our genuinely Sharia-compliant software solutions”.
And he added,
This global review of compliance from Deloitte
further strengthens our position and places us years ahead of our
competitors who are simply unable to launch such pioneering
initiatives, which represent an important high value addition to the
constant strategic initiatives undertaken by Path Solutions.

“

iMAL is an industry-proven and trusted
Islamic core banking system specifically
built from the ground up to support Sharia banking operations. The system is truly geared to address country and regionspecific Islamic banking requirements.
Moreover, the flexibility and intuitive
design of iMAL enables Islamic financial
institutions to quickly launch competitive
Sharia-compliant products and services
while reducing IT dependency and cost.

“

Path Solutions selected
th
for 7 consecutive year as

finalist
th
in the 10 IFN Awards
Service Providers Poll

Continues to maintain dominant market position ahead of competitors

P

August 18, 2014 -

ath Solutions, the global Sharia-compliant software and services company is proud to announce that it has won the category of ‘Best Islamic Technology Provider’ for the seventh
consecutive year in Islamic Finance news Best Service Providers Poll 2014.

Throughout the month of July, IFN (a REDmoney publication) conducted its 10th annual IFN Best Service Providers
Poll amongst its readers. A record-breaking 6,070 votes were cast by representatives of Islamic banks and financial
institutions and industry analysts, of which 1,466 being eliminated due to irregularities, meaning that 4,606 votes
were counted towards the final results.
Recognized as the industry’s leading poll, the IFN Best Service
Providers Poll prides itself on being the only comprehensive
and unbiased guide to the leading supporting providers of
the Islamic financial services industry.
“We’re honored that IFN readers have once again recognized
Path Solutions as a trend setter in the Islamic banking software
segment, and it is great to find that thus far we are the vendor
of choice for market-leading Islamic financial institutions looking to differentiate themselves and drive a competitive edge”,
commented Rosie Kmeid, VP Global Corporate Communications
& Marketing at Path Solutions.
Since its founding in 1992, Path Solutions has helped more than
100 Islamic financial institutions across 33 countries achieve significant competitive advantage. The flexible, open technical architecture, combined with the richness of functionality of iMAL Islamic
banking and investment system enables Islamic financial institutions
to respond with confidence to evolving market needs.
The voting results are published in IFN issue and may be viewed on the IFN website.
In addition, the results are also published in the IFN Service Providers Guide 2014.
Following the tradition of previous award ceremonies, the IFN Awards Dinners will take
place in both Kuala Lumpur and Dubai on the 24th of February and 2nd of March 2015 respectively.

About Path Solutions
Kuwait-based Path Solutions is a multi-award winning Islamic banking software house
specialized in the provision of integrated solutions and services to the Islamic financial
marketplace.
Path Solutions’ iMAL provides a complete suite of Islamic banking applications with a rich
sweep of functionality and features, addressing Sharia compliance, local and regulatory
requirements. The system is built on JEE platform and is SOA compliant. iMAL runs as web application and can be
deployed in multi-tier setup environment.
Path Solutions is present in 33 countries, three continents, and has a client base of over 100 clients that are
forward-thinking Islamic banks, Islamic financial institutions or Islamic subsidiaries.

Path Solutions Scoops

Best Islamic Banking
Technology Provider Award

Lauded for outstanding contributions to the global Islamic finance sector

I

August 13, 2014 -

slamic banking software specialist Path Solutions, was awarded ‘Best Islamic Banking
Technology Provider’ for the second year in a row at the Global Banking & Finance Review
Awards 2014.

The Global Banking & Finance Review Awards recognise excellence within the global financial community. They
have been designed to reflect the innovation, achievement, strategy and progressive changes taking place within
the financial sector.
The award, which is the latest in a long string of accolades given to Path Solutions over the past few months, was
based on the company’s commitment and dedication to delivering world-leading Islamic software solutions with
outstanding value to its clients.
“Every year we see an increase in the number of submissions as well as improvement in terms of
quality of the submissions”, said Varun Sash, CEO & Publisher of Global Banking & Finance Review and a member of the judging panel. “The category for ‘Best Islamic Banking Technology
Provider’ witnessed a high number of submissions which highlights the increasing demand for
technological innovations in the Islamic financial services industry. Path Solutions consistently
demonstrated a commitment to quality and innovation and according to judges is believed to
be the absolute best software vendor across the Islamic finance sector”.
For over two decades, Path Solutions has been at the heart of the Islamic financial software industry, offering a
broad, deep spectrum of Sharia-compliant integrated solutions that cover Core Banking, Customer Service Management, Investment Banking, Risk Management, Treasury and Trading in GCC and Global Capital Markets.

“

We want to thank our clients who continue to inspire us to develop the highest
quality of Sharia-compliant solutions and services, hence constantly striving
to exceed their expectations. Path Solutions’ track record of success is due
in large part to them. We’re looking forward to building on this success with
more incredible innovations planned for the coming months.

”

Mohammed Kateeb
Group Chairman & CEO

About Global Banking & Finance Review
Global Banking & Finance Review is an online portal, which has evolved from the growing need to have a more
balanced view for informative and independent news within the financial community.
With experienced industry journalists providing up to the minute coverage on Banking, Foreign Exchange, Brokerage, Funds, Islamic Finance, Project Finance, Wealth
Management, Corporate Governance, Merger & Acquisitions, Tax and Accounting,
Technology, CSR Activities and others all under one global umbrella, the Global Banking & Finance Review is read in over 200 different countries. Its readership includes
Presidents, CEOs, CFOs and senior decision makers within Fortune 500 companies,
major banks, financial institutions, central banks, and individuals interested in financial
markets and news.

About Global Banking & Finance Review Awards
Since its inception in 2011, The Global Banking & Finance Review Awards reflect the innovation, achievement,
strategy, progressive and inspirational changes taking place within the Global Financial community. The awards
were created to recognize companies of all sizes which are prominent in particular areas of expertise and excellence within the financial world.
The Awards have evolved and grown to include those in Banking, Foreign Exchange, Insurance,
Hedge Funds, Pension Funds, Compliance & Advisory, Corporate Governance, Brokerage &
Exchanges, Project Finance, Binary Options, Investment Management, Technology, Asset &
Wealth Management, Islamic Finance, Exchange Traded Funds, Real Estate, Corporate Social
Responsibility and other areas.

Path Solutions is the 2014 Global Winner
of the CFI.co Award for

‘Best Sharia-Compliant Banking Systems’
ath Solutions is proud to announce that its flagship product iMAL, has been named winner
of the CFI.co 2014 Awards in the category of ‘Best Sharia-Compliant Banking Systems’. Path
Solutions is a global application software and services firm for the Islamic financial services
industry. The company provides cutting-edge Sharia-compliant technologies that can add value and increase ROI,
while improving product innovation, customer satisfaction, operational efficiency and risk management.
August 4, 2014 -

iMAL provides full support to various
functions within the organization including: Corporate & Retail Banking,
Islamic & Investment Banking, Treasury & Brokerage, Settlement, Risk
Management, Funds & Portfolios,
Trade Finance, Facility Management,
Profit Calculation, Accounting & MIS,
Private & Personal Banking, Fixed
Assets, Personnel & Payroll, Assets
& Liabilities Management, Shareholders Registration and Regulatory
Reporting.

Launched by Capital Finance International - a renowned British
print journal and online resource
reporting on global business,
economics and finance, CFI.co
Awards
Program
identifies
individuals and organizations
operating in niche areas that truly
add value. Initial nominations to
the awards are based on input
from readers, subscribers and
contributors to the magazine. The
CFI.co judging panel reviews then

the information generated during the
nomination process and draws on its
members’ expertise to identify candidates for award consideration.
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iMAL named
Best Global

Islamic

I

July 18, 2014 -

slamic banking software specialist, Path Solutions, announced that its Core Banking System, iMAL was recently recognized as ‘Best Global Islamic Banking Software System in
2014’ by the renowned UK-based Global Brands Magazine.

Software

Designed to meet the needs of modern Islamic banking, Path Solutions’ flagship product, iMAL is a powerful core banking solution specifically built from
the ground up to support Sharia banking operations. It is truly geared to address country and region-specific Islamic banking requirements. Moreover, the
flexibility and intuitive design of iMAL enables Islamic financial institutions to
quickly launch competitive Sharia-compliant products and services while reducing IT dependency and cost.

in 2014

The Global Brands Awards are given to identify, acknowledge and reward key
players that provide exceptional solutions, service and performance across different countries and segments, including finance, education and technology.

Banking

System

Jim Cooper, Editor at Global Brands Magazine said, “This year’s award winners were
selected from a very competitive group of entrants, all of whom demonstrated unique
and exceptional service delivery towards evolving technology sectors. Path Solutions
was awarded this honor for its exceptional commitment to providing great and unique
user-friendly Islamic core banking system. The company is to be congratulated for applying the latest technology to a traditional product which has taken the Islamic core
banking system to greater heights”.
Commenting on the award, Mohammed Kateeb, Group Chairman & CEO of Path Solutions said, “I am delighted
to note that once again Path Solutions has proved itself a deserving award winner with its iMAL Islamic banking
system. The Global Brands award underscores our commitment to consistent product innovation for the Islamic
financial services sector”.
Path Solutions has been at the heart of the Islamic financial software industry for over 20 years, offering a broad,
deep spectrum of tailor-made Sharia-compliant integrated solutions and services that cover Core Banking, Customer Service Management, Investment Banking, Risk Management, Treasury and Trading in GCC and Global
Capital Markets.
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About Global Brands Magazine
Headquartered in the United Kingdom, Global Brands Magazine is a leading online magazine
providing opinions and news related to various brands across the world. Content includes
news, opinions, discussions, highlights and features sourced by expert analysts on various
brands across the world.

About Global Brands Awards
Global Brands Awards was established with the aim of honouring excellence in performance
and rewarding companies across different sectors. The awards honor companies who have
performed extraordinarily well in the field of Finance, Education, Hospitality, Lifestyle, Automobiles, & Technology. The awards are given to acknowledge key players who strive for
distinction and reward their performance with the ultimate global recognition. They also
aim to identify and create awareness about the significance of exceptional solutions and
service delivery in different segments.

Path Solutions is

No. 1 Best Selling
Islamic Software
Provider Worldwide
for Fifth Year

IBS Sales League Table 2014 recognizes
Path Solutions as the world’s premier
provider of Sharia-compliant
core banking systems
July 14, 2014 - Path Solutions, a global leader in Islamic
banking software solutions and services, today announced that it has maintained its 1st place position in
the IBS Islamic Core Banking Systems Sales League Table
2014, with Swiss-based Temenos and Lebanon-based
BML Istisharat securing second and third positions in
the list. The list which combines new name wins during
the previous year was published by IBS Journal on June
3rd, 2014.

Furthermore, IBS stated in a recent article entitled “Analysis: IBS Islamic Sales League Table 2014”
that “When it comes to Islamic core banking systems to underpin the sector, there is one mainstream specialist Path Solutions”.
The IBS Islamic Core Banking Systems Sales League Table is an international ranking of Shariacompliant core banking systems sales that comprises over 30 of the major banking system suppliers
including pure Islamic vendors. It evaluates their strengths, weaknesses, various systems and verifies their user lists to form an unbiased picture of the merits of each supplier and its new name wins.

“This marks Path Solutions’ fifth appearance as No. 1 Best Selling Islamic Software Provider
Worldwide on IBS’s prestigious list”, said Rosie Kmeid, VP Global Corporate Communications
& Marketing. “We go above and beyond to fully identify and meet the changing needs of our
clients and to continually innovate our service offerings. During 2013, Path Solutions signed
10 new name wins for the provision of its leading Islamic core banking systems. Today, we are
present in 33 countries, three continents, and we have a client base of over 100 clients that are
forward-thinking Islamic banks, Islamic financial institutions or Islamic subsidiaries to whom
our Sharia-compliant solutions are driving immediate results”, she concluded.
Path Solutions’ references include the following Islamic banks: Sterling Bank, Nigeria; Burj Bank Limited, Pakistan;
Bank Sohar, Oman; National Bank of Kenya, Kenya; Banque Al Muamelat Assahiha (BMS), Mauritania; Financial
Investment Bank (FIBA), Sudan and Bank Muscat - Meethaq, Oman.
Founded in 1992 and building on over 20 years of experience, Path Solutions is well positioned to be the
trusted IT partner of forward-thinking Islamic banks willing to capitalize on best-of-breed technologies.
The company goes a step beyond traditional software vendors by delivering Islamic solutions designed to
mitigate Sharia risk, optimize output and minimize costs, and which can be easily extended
to support geographical and business expansion.

Path Solutions has been on something of a winning streak,
earning numerous industry accolades for its Islamic banking software
solutions and services in 2014 including recognitions by
World Finance Magazine, Global Banking & Finance Review,
and winner for the 2014 Beacon of ICT (BoICT) Awards in the

‘Islamic Banking Application of the Year’ category.

Company delegates attend BankTech Asia 2014
September 25, 2014 - Path Solutions, the world’s leading provider of Islamic core banking solutions successfully
concluded its participation in the 6th Edition of BankTech Asia Conference & Exhibition on 23 & 24 September at
the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre in Malaysia.
This year’s conference attracted an audience of more than 200 bankers, IT experts and business partners who had
the opportunity to share experiences, talk about IT challenges and latest technologies to help identify and rationalize their IT investments.
A series of panel discussions exclusively dedicated to generate and discuss back-end innovations and pioneering
initiatives were given by some of the top experts in the financial industry.
Commenting on Path Solutions’ participation, Rohana Abdul Munim, GM Malaysia Branch and Head of Islamic
Finance Strategic Initiatives, said “We are keen to take part in such a high-visibility event to showcase our technology innovations, enabling the world’s most sophisticated Islamic financial institutions to adapt to market changes
and stay ahead of the competition”.

Path Solutions Executive Partner
of IFN Global Forum 2014
September 17, 2014 - In support of the Dubai Government’s bid to be at the centre of a world-class Islamic
economy and in partnership with both the Dubai Government and the Dubai Economic Council, REDmoney Group
launched the IFN Global Forum 2014, in its first edition at the Conrad Hilton in Dubai on 15 & 16 September.
This unique collaboration has accommodated a series of strategic projects to support Dubai Government initiatives, boost the
local and regional economy and encourage
sustainable economic development in Dubai
and the UAE; in addition to facilitating the
implementation of the Dubai government’s
agenda on the Islamic economy.
The two-day practitioner-based forum
brought over 300 industry players from
across the globe to make a truly international platform for discussion and knowledge
sharing.

All facets of the global Islamic financial markets were featured either
in the main forum hall or in parallel sessions, and Path Solutions, the
world’s number one Islamic core banking system vendor joined the
forum with a high level delegation headed by the company’s Chairman and Chief Executive Officer, Mohammed Kateeb with the aim to
identify and connect with industry practitioners who showed their
deep appreciation to the dynamic role played by Path Solutions to
contribute to the growth of the Islamic finance industry.

Corporate
Academy
NEWS

General Business Training Sessions
1. The Trainer’s Toolkit

The Trainer’s Toolkit course was offered by the Corporate Academy from July 21st till July 24th, 2014; The objective
of this training is to complete the functional Trainers’ cycle of training on specific technical and behavioral skills
related to the development and the delivery of training material. The course’s main focus is about what happens
before, during and after the training is delivered.
The audience was selected from senior employees at Path Solutions who provide training sessions for clients,
employees and partners. The attendees had to review critical training skills and got introduced to new approaches
of delivering powerful training.
After completion of the sessions, the attendees were certified with belts that symbolize their training expertise in
a particular area as shown below:

Melina Tawk from PM:

Green Belt Trainer in iMAL*Accounting
White Belt Trainer in iMAL*Assets
White Belt Trainer in iMAL*SADS

Raffi Haytayan from PS - PMO:

Black Belt Trainer in iMAL Core Modules
Black Belt Trainer in iMAL*CSM & iMAL*CSM Admin
Green Belt Trainer in iMAL*PCS

Joanna Elian from PS:

Black Belt Trainer in iMAL*FTR
Black Belt Trainer in iMAL*BI & iMAL*RM

David Obeidy from PS:

White Belt Trainer in iMAL Table Structures

Rudy El Haber from PS:

Black Belt Trainer in iMAL*PPS
Green Belt Trainer in iMAL*FAS
White Belt Trainer in iMAL*IIS

Among other requirements, the trainer has to complete 500 hours of hands-on experience to receive a black belt
certificate, 300 hours for green belt, and 100 hours for white belt.

2. Coaching for Outstanding Performance
Every organization expects its employees to give nothing less than their outstanding performance. In the light of
such expectations, Path Solutions’ Corporate Academy offered “Coaching for Outstanding Performance” seminar
given by its VP Joseph Moghabghab, on May 29 & 30, 2014 to 10 employees who attended from several departments of Lebanon’s branch.
At Path, we believe that every employee can reach higher levels of performance with the help of a coach who
can support his/her personal growth, challenge his/her creativity and equip him/her with the needed to develop
oneself.

iMAL Training Sessions
1. iMAL*IslamicProfitCalculationSystem
As part of the internal trainings offered by the Corporate Academy, the iMAL*PCS training was given by Khaled
Berjawi, Senior Product Manager - PM, from June 23rd till June 27th, 2014. Participants were from different departments of Path Solutions’ Lebanon Branch.
The objective of this training was to demonstrate the business functionalities and features of the Mudaraba
Unrestricted Investment Accounts in the Islamic Profit Calculation System, thus covering:
• Mudaraba principles and rules
• URIA
• Pool Management and Mudaraba Products
• Profit Calculation and Distribution
• Break of Deposit
• Advance Profit
• Central Bank Regulations
• AAOIFI Standards and Controls.
Furthermore, during the training, scenarios and examples were presented to participants to demonstrate
how the new features can be applied.

2. iMAL*CustomerServiceManagement
From March 30th until April 14th, 2014 the Corporate Academy offered an advanced training session on
iMAL*CustomerServiceManagement application given by Joelle Maalouli, Senior Quality Control from
Product Engineering department.
The training covered the daily Retail Banking operations used in iMAL*CSM, and the related parameters
available under iMAL*CSM administration module.
The training detailed the various types of customer service daily operations used by the bank’s users
such as creating and maintaining different types of CIFs, opening and maintaining accounts of different
types, requesting and issuing CIF products: Chequebooks, Passbooks, Cards, Safe Box, SMS Subscription, Lost and Found, Memos, Links Management, Blacklist Management, in addition to the below
types of transactions and related work flow and entries:
• Cash Transactions
• Transfer Transactions
• House Cheques and Clearing Transactions from “Transactions” and “Clearing Maintenance” screens
• Recording of Remittance Stock, different types of remittance transactions and statuses
• Different types of Standing Orders
• Exchange Rates usage and Charges Calculations
• Domiciliation
• Template Entries
• Currency Exchange
• Dues Functionality.

Driving technology-enabled innovations
for the Islamic financial services industry

C L I E N T INTERVIEW

Mr. Abdullah Hassan

Manager Computer Department
Financial Investment Bank - Sudan

Financial Investment Bank (FIBA), the first bank in Sudan specialized in dealing
with all types of financial products with the private and public institutions and
companies through capital markets mechanisms, selected Path Solutions’ iMAL
in June 2013 as part of the bank’s strategy to upgrade its core banking platform.
The highlight project was to replace the bank’s existing core banking system with
a very advanced, robust and Sharia-compliant system capable to serve the bank’s
needs and its capital market operations.
iMAL will enable FIBA and its clients to benefit from greater reliability and nonstop processing capabilities.

Why did FIBA decide to implement a new system?
In fact, we decided to implement
a new system because of the latest developments happening
in technology and the need for
a robust system capable to improve our customer service.
How was it selected (market research, tender or else)?
We selected it through market
research. We made a research
on all vendors who have sold
their applications to the banks
in Sudan and whose systems suit
our budget. So, it was a tender
to a shortlist with a demo by
each company then the selection was done in the end.
What companies/systems did
you look at?
At the end, we looked at the systems of Path Solutions and Egabi
Solutions.
What were the main criteria for
selection?
We looked for a new system able
to respond to our special needs
as a capital market bank and
within our budget.
Why was iMAL chosen?
iMAL was chosen primarily because of the Asset Management
application that has stock market deals.

How long did the selection last
and when was the contract
signed?
The selection process started in
March 2012, and the contract
was signed in June 2013.
What stage is the project at
now?
We went live with all procured
modules and the bank now fully
depends on it.
When did the implementation
begin?
The implementation started in
September 2013.
Tell us about the different stages
of the project implementation:
The project consisted of Analysis, Migration of old data, three
UAT stages followed by the Go
Live in May 2014.
Was there a lot of customization
of the system?
Yes, there were lots of customization to be done because of
the analysis of our Mutual Fund
and Private Portfolio applications, e.g. in the Mutual Funds,
Private Portfolio, Brokerage and
IPO modules.
What functionality did the system cover?
The system covered all our business and finance needs.

What technology did it replace?
It has replaced our old application and Excel sheets.
What other systems/applications was iMAL interfaced to?
iMAL was interfaced to our HR
and Fixed Assets applications.
Did you expect challenges with
the transition?
We have faced some challenges
with Data Migration but we did
overcome them.
Was the Go Live a “big bang”
or phased? Was there a parallel
run of old and new systems?
The Go Live was a “big bang”
and there was no parallel run of
old and new systems.
Did you have any third parties
helping you with the implementation?
Yes, we had one consultant who
has followed the project from
start to end.
Does Path Solutions have an onsite team currently?
No, they had an onsite team
during implementation only.
What advantages do you think
will the new technology bring to
FIBA?
iMAL will maximize efficiency
and will make easier the data
integration between the departments and the different applications.

LEARN
MORE

Can Islamic finance
bridge Asia’s
infrastructure deficit?

by Mr. Thiam Hee Ng

The global Islamic debt securities (sukuk) market has grown rapidly, from
just US$15 billion in 2001 to US$281 billion in 2013. This increase has been
led by Malaysia, which accounts for nearly 60 per cent of total outstanding sukuk. Meanwhile, Middle Eastern countries account for about 30
per cent. Sukuk bonds still only represent a small portion of Asia’s overall
bond market, but there is great potential for the sukuk market to grow
and play a key role in helping to finance the region’s large infrastructure
requirements.
Bank financing for long-term infrastructure projects is becoming less attractive under the Basel III rules. Hence the burden for financing infrastructure
is expected to shift away from banks toward bond markets, which can help
tap long-term institutional investors such as pension funds and insurance
companies. Infrastructure projects that build tangible assets that generate
revenues are consistent with the Islamic finance stricture of creating economic value; such projects are therefore appropriate for sukuk.
While sukuk bonds have successfully been used to finance large-scale infrastructure projects in Malaysia, they have failed to take off outside the
country. This is because other economies are yet to develop a stable regulatory framework and economic environment. Their capital markets are
also relatively underdeveloped, hindering the ability of infrastructure projects to raise funds.
Another impediment is the lack of consistency in shari’ah guidelines for
structuring Islamic financing for infrastructure projects. There are different guidelines for different markets and even for different Islamic financial institutions. Hence, there is a lack of certainty that a financing structure acceptable to one Islamic institution will prove acceptable to other
Islamic institutions, particularly those from different jurisdictions.
The development of a consistent Islamic financing framework that can be
applied throughout the region would help in promoting greater acceptance of sukuk among investors. A standard model of Islamic infrastructure financing could jumpstart the Islamic bond market for infrastructure
and broaden its appeal. Finally, there may be capacity constraints among
Islamic financial institutions to undertake the complex task of structuring
infrastructure projects. But the more projects that go ahead, the more
experience institutions will gain.
Authorities can jumpstart the sukuk market by issuing large quantities of
bonds. A sizeable pool of sovereign sukuk would serve as a signal to the
corporate sector to become involved in sukuk. And it’s not just the central
government: municipal and government agencies can also help promote
the growth of the sukuk market by sourcing part of their borrowing requirements from the Islamic market.
So far, most sukuk have been issued under either the murabahah (cost-plus
or deferred payment) or ijarah (lease-based) structures. These structures
are popular because they are similar to conventional bonds in the sense

that they offer certainty of returns. However, there is great potential to develop
profit-sharing sukuk structures - such as
musharakah (joint-venture) - where both
investor and issuer agree to share profits and losses resulting from the performance of the underlying infrastructure
projects. As yet, these represent only a
small proportion of the sukuk market.
However, they are seen as a more desirable structure for financing from an
Islamic perspective because they share
risk and reward between issuers and investors.
Since there is no fixed claim on cashflow
from projects, the musharakah structure can help reduce risk for issuers in
financing infrastructure projects. This is
particularly important for infrastructure
projects where revenue flows may be
volatile and uncertain. By sharing risks
with issuers and reducing their debtservicing obligations during difficult periods, sukuk investors can reduce the
risk of default. In return for bearing the
extra risk, investors gain a higher rate of
return.
Governments must ensure that sukuk
are not treated unfavourably by tax and
regulatory regimes, most of which were
not designed with Islamic products in
mind. Islamic financial products tend
to be at a disadvantage compared with
conventional financial instruments. For
example, there may be unequal treatment in the tax systems of some countries between profit and interest payments. While interest payments are
generally tax-deductible, profits are taxable. As a result, profit-sharing sukuk
may be less attractive to investors. These
and similar issues must be addressed.

If these constraints are addressed there is potential for sukuk to be a viable supplement to conventional bonds for
infrastructure financing. By helping issuers reach out to the large pool of funds seeking shari’ah-compliant investments, it could help to lower the financing cost of infrastructure projects in the region. The innovative profit-sharing
structures of some sukuk could also help reduce the risk of financing infrastructure projects.
Thiam Hee Ng is a senior economist with the Asian Development Bank (ADB) where he works on financial integration, macroeconomic surveillance and early warning systems in the Office for Regional Economic Integration. He manages the Asian
Bonds Online Web portal and the Asia Bond Monitor, a quarterly report on local currency bond market developments in Asia.
He was awarded his PhD and MSc in Economics from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the USA; and his Bachelor in
Economics from the University of Cambridge in UK. He has been a CFA charterholder since 1999.

Path Solutions is very glad to congratulate Kuwait International
Bank and Bank Sohar for being awarded as ‘Most Innovative
Retail Bank in Kuwait 2014’ and ‘Best CSR Bank in Oman 2014’
respectively at the Global Banking & Finance Review Awards
2014 and wish them many years of success and excellence!

Path Solutions would like to congratulate its partner Dar Al Sharia Legal & Financial Consultancy LLC (DAS) on being voted ‘Best Islamic Consultancy Firm’ for the fifth consecutive
year in the Islamic Finance news Awards Best Service Providers Poll 2014 conducted by
REDmoney.
Building on a lengthy winning streak, Dar Al Sharia has built a sterling reputation as one of the sector’s most valued advisory and consultancy firms and a leading global provider of Sharia compliant
solutions.
Path Solutions wishes Dar Al Sharia continued success and growth in the years ahead!

Path Solutions would like to congratulate its partners for being recognized as winners of Banker
Middle East Industry Awards for the year 2014.
The awards which have been presented for the first time in the MENA region to recognize the best
performing financial institutions across the Middle East and North Africa, are widely considered
as a benchmark of excellence in the industry.
It is our pleasure to extend our congratulations to all on these well-deserved awards!

Best Domestic Retail Bank
& Best Employee Development Programme

Best Bank in Jordan

Best Premium Bank

Best Bank in Kuwait

Best Investment Advisory Firm

Fastest Growing Bank in Oman

Best Bank in Bahrain

Best Bank in Oman

Best Bank in Qatar

Fastest Growing Bank in Kuwait

Path Solutions extends its warmest congratulations to its partners on receiving a first-place
award at the Banker Middle East Oman Product Awards 2014.
These awards have been designed to recognise the very best services offered within Oman
to consumers and businesses.
Path Solutions wishes its partners all the best in the years ahead!
Best Retail Customer Service & Best
SME Card & Best Cash Management

Best Savings Account

Best New Retail Finance Product

Best Managed Advisory Service
& Best Web/Mobile Site

Best Loan & Best Trading Service
& Best Trade Finance Offering

Path Solutions would like to extend its warmest congratulations to its partners for being the 2014 recipients of the
London Sukuk Summit Awards hosted by ICG events.
These awards aim to recognise the outstanding contribution and achievements of individuals, institutions and
financial centres serving the global Islamic financial services industry.
Path Solutions wishes them many successful years ahead!
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Contribution to the
Development of Islamic Capital Markets
Kuwait Finance House Investment Co.
Award of Excellence for Outstanding Contribution to Islamic
Finance in the UK

Bank of London and the Middle East
Award of Excellence for Best Sukuk Structuring House in the
Middle East
QInvest
Award of Excellence for Best Islamic Financial Institution in
Oman
Bank Nizwa
Award of Excellence for Best Islamic Financial Institution in
Kuwait
Kuwait Finance House

Meet

Path Solutions
10th World Islamic Economic Forum
Dubai - UAE
28, 29 & 30 October 2014
-------------------------------------------------------------------21st Annual World Islamic Banking Conference 2014
Manama - Bahrain
1, 2 & 3 December 2014
-------------------------------------------------------------------International Forum on Islamic Finance
Khartoum - Sudan
9 & 10 December 2014
You are kindly invited to visit our booth and meet our IT experts
to learn more about how our solutions can benefit your business.
To book a meeting, please contact our Sales Representatives at salesteam@path-solutions.com

